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ملخص البحث:
ٔسرُجة االسرٕعاب فٓ انهغح انثاوٕح قذسج انمرعهم عهّ فٍم انمعىّ االساسٓ انزْ ذعثش عىً انجمهح
( )propositionتم َٔرىاسة معً طشدٔا .ذٍرم ٌزي انذساسح تمذِ ذاثٕش اسرٕعاب انطهثح تعامهٕه ٌما
ذشذٕة انجمم فٓ انىصُص انمكرُتح ََجُد اَغٕاب انجمهح انشئٕسح (جمهح انمُضُع) Topic
 sentenceذٍذف انذساسح انّ فحض تعض انمشاكم انرٓ ُٔاجٍٍا طهثح قسم انهغح االوكهٕضٔح فٓ كهٕح
انرشتٕح فٓ اسرٕعاب انفقشاخ انرفسٕشٔح  expository paragraphsمه خالل مجمُعح مه االخرثاساخ
انرٓ اجشٔد عهّ طهثح انمشحهرٕه االَنّ َانشاتعح تُاقع ثالثٕه طانثا نكم مشحهح َٔرثٕه مه انىرائج اسذفاع
وسثح اسرٕعاب انطهثح عمُما نٍزي انفقشاخ عىذ َجُد انجمهح انشئٕسٕح سغم ذفُق طهثح انمشحهح انشاتعح
عهّ اقشاوٍم فٓ رنك .تٕذ ان ورائج انثحث ذثٕه فٓ انُقد راذً انصعُتح انرٓ ُٔاجٍٍا ٌؤالء فٓ كراتح
عىُان اَ جمهح ذهخض انفقشج سغم ذخطٓ طهثح انمشحهح انشاتعح نٍزج انصعُتح تسثة اصدٔاد خثشذٍم
انهغُٔح فٓ االسرٕعاب.

Abstract:
Comprehension in a foreign language entails the learner’s ability to understand
sentence propositions. The higher level of proposition, the greater probability of
it being recalled and comprehended. This study is concerned with the extent that
foreigner learners’ comprehension is affected by two factors: arrangement of
sentences in the text and the presence or absence of the topic sentence(TS).
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measuring college students’ ability in comprehending

expository paragraphs through a set of experiments in which (60) second-year
and fourth-year students were assigned a recognition task and a production task
to reveal their comprehension. The results indicate that these students performed
better with the presence of TS although the fourth-year students outperformed
the second-year students in this respect. However, both groups rated low in the
production task in comparison with the first task but with the exception of the
fourth-year group again achieving better than the junior group and this might be
attributed to the fact that the senior group are more acquainted with the language
than the junior group.

I .Introduction
Studies of the recall and comprehension of texts usually describe texts in terms
of

propositions

organized

hierarchically(Kintisch&Van

Dijk,1978

and

Meyer,1975 are just two cases in point).Accordingly, the higher the level of
proposition, the greater the probability of its being recalled and comprehended.
This, naturally, depends on other factors. We, in this paper, are interested in two
of them:theway texts are organized( well-structured texts are easier to recall than
are disorganized ones)and on whether the specific topic of the discourse is
explicitly stated or not.
The above-mentioned studies and many others (cf.Danner,1976),however, are
mainly concerned with problems of comprehension experienced by native
acquirers of English. In addition, they left many issues unaddressed. One such
issue is the expression of the macrostructure of a text through, for instance, a title
or a topic sentence(TS).
( 42 )
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The main purpose of the present research, therefore, is to examine some
problems of comprehension experienced by non-native learners of English. The
research will be focused on the effect of a structural variation at the level of
individual

sentence on comprehending simple expository paragraphs by a

sample of foreign learners of English taken from department of English, College
of Education , Basrah University.
Relying on a part of an experiment conducted by Williams et al (1981),the
researchers attempt, as well, to compare adult learners of English as a foreign
language (EFL) with native acquirers of English. In order to achieve this aim, the
researchers conducted an experiment the details of which are reported below.

II. The Experiment
II.I Objectives
Through the experiment, the researchers wish to determine the ability of firstyear and fourth-year studies of the department of English, College of Education,
to identify the specific topic of the discourse of expository paragraphs. This has
been assessed by measuring their ability to choose appropriate titles and their
ability to write acceptable summary sentences or titles. Most importantly,
however, the purpose is to decide whether

their ability is affected by the

presence or absence of an explicit statement of the specific topic of discourse
which is often stated by a TS. This is normally "the proposition that occurs at the
highest level of organization of the paragraph and is super ordinate to all other
propositions.” (Van Dijk,1980).

( 43 )
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II.II Test content
The researchers selected twelve expository paragraphs from a number of
textbooks. Some of these paragraphs were, then, modified slightly so as to more
suitable for the objectives of the experiment. Six of the paragraphs were chosen
randomly for a recognition task. This is the task in which students have been
asked to choose the best title of each paragraph. Each one of these paragraphs
contained a TS (as described above).The researchers used a multiple-choice
format of four choices. Four titles were written for each paragraph as follows:
(a) a title representing the general idea of the paragraph
(b) a title representing the specific idea of the paragraph
(c) a title consisting of the general topic along with irrelevant material
(d) a title consisting of the general topic along with irrelevant material
The above procedure may be explained by considering the following sample
paragraph:
In Britain a question often asked is whether the voting age should be lowered
from twenty-one to eighteen. Many people think that eighteen-year olds should
be allowed to vote. However, most people think that teen-agers are ignorant
about politics and do not think that eighteen-year olds should be allowed to vote.
They feel that since teen-agers do not know enough about Politics to make
sensible decision when voting, they should not have to vote.
It can be easily noted that the above paragraph has a TS (the first sentence)
and several detail sentences supporting the TS.A general topic can also be
identified. It forms part of the TS,and, in this particular paragraph, it is the word
concept “voting".
( 44 )
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The four possible titles for the above paragraph are:
(a) "voting" (general idea).
(b) "voting age in Britain".(specific idea).
(c) "teen-agers should not vote" (information from the paragraph+ general
idea).
(d) "women's right of voting" (general topic+ irrelevant material)
The researchers selected three of the six paragraphs at random and
presentenced them with the TSs plus three detail sentences. The remaining three
paragraphs were presented without the TSs albeit with four detail sentences. All
these paragraphs were presentenced in one block(called Block I ). Those
paragraphs that had been presented with TSs were, then, presentenced without
ones and vice versa in Block 2).Each block was presentenced in two random
orders. An equal number of students were given each of the presenting sets of
paragraphs.
As for the production task (i.e., the one in which subjects are required to write
one sentence, or a title, expressing the specific idea of the paragraph) the same
procedure was followed as in the recognition or selection task. Accordingly, six
paragraphs were selected from different textbooks. They were, then, divided into
two parts, each containing three paragraphs with TSs and three without TSs.
Two random orders were determined in ,almost, the same way described in the
selection task above(ex- of course, that sufficient blanks were left to write the
titles).

( 45 )
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II. III. Subjects and Procedure
The subjects of the experiment were thirty first-year students of the
Department of English, College of Education, University of Basrah, and thirty
fourth-year students of the same department. All of them were assigned
randomly to the two tasks(and to the three-paragraph sets within task).Half of
them received the recognition task while the other half received the production
task and vice versa(i.e., four resulting sets). The test was administered during
regular class periods at the final two weeks of first term. The subjects did not ask
for help in decoding any word(s) they found difficult.

II. III. Results and Discussion
The researchers measured students' ability in the selection task by counting the
number of choices of the specific idea of the paragraph. As for the production
task, each researcher selected at random, ten first-year subjects and ten fourthyear subjects to ensure the reliability of the scoring of this task which demands
counting the number of sentences/titles judged as expressing the specific topic of
the paragraph. The correlation between scores was (.98).
Table (I ) below shows students' scoring on the recognition task .Table(2)
shows Their scoring on the production task:

( 46 )
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Table ( 1 )
Results of the Recognition Task
Ts+

Ts-

First year

Fourth
year

First year

Fourth
year

%

%

%

%

(a) General idea

16.66

14.44

15.55

18.88

(b ) General
Topic+Related
Idea

12.22

3.33

17.77

7.77

(c ) Specific Topic

70.00

82.22

60.00

73.33

(d) General
Idea+Irrelevant material

01.11

_

6.66

_

Type of Title

Table ( 2 )
Results of the Production Task
Ts+

Ts-

First year

Fourth year

First year

Fourth year

54.60

74.44

48.88

63.33

As is clear from the results of table ( I ), students’ performance in the selection
task is, on the whole, satisfactory. This is especially the case with paragraphs
containing TSs. Moreover, the results show that fourth-year students are slightly
better in this task. They have chosen the title containing the specific topic of the
paragraphs 82.22% of the time (paragraphs with TSs) and 73.33% when the
paragraphs did not contain TSs. On the other hand, they selected the titles
( 47 )
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containing the general topic 14.44% of the time. First year students, however,
selected the specific topic of discourse 70% of the time when there was a TS
while they made less specific topic responses (vis.,60%) with

paragraphs

containing no TSs. Now, if we add to that their scores on the general topic of
discourse(16.66%), one is correct to assume that their responses on the selection
task have been satisfactory as well.
Fourth-year students' performance is not surprising, taking into consideration
the length of their EFL study at the department of English(more than three
years).This is, moreover, an indication that they have had more experience with
expository paragraphs.
A comparison of the results of table ( I ) with those of table(2), however,
shows that the subjects' performance on the production task is less satisfactory.
This is, again, not surprising. The production task is, as has been indicated in II.II
above, different from the recognition task in that it requires the actual writing and
composition of a sentence or a title. Again, fourth-year subjects responses have
been superior to those of first-year subjects' for the same reason mentioned
earlier. What is significant, however, is the effect of the absence of the TS on the
students' responses, especially those of first-year subjects as it led to a drop in
their performance on the production task 60% to 48.88%.
The above result seems to reveal , the fact that the presence of a TS does not
significantly raise the level of fourth-year students' performance, especially on
the recognition task (cf.William,et al,1981:854). This can be explained by
suggesting that they are not able to process TSs effectively. Or, one may, rightly,
( 48 )
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assume that the paragraphs used in the experiment are, for advanced students like
them, organized in a very simple way. Thus, they have been able to build up
easily the specific topic of the paragraphs with or without the TSs. In other
words, fourth year students of the Dept. of English have been able to determine
the macrostructure of expository paragraphs.
First year subjects' performance, as tables (I ) and (2 ) show, is, however,
affected by the presence of the TSs: its absence lowered their level especially on
the production task. Thus unlike fourth-year subjects, they are able to process
TSs effectively.
This has some implications, as well, for the teaching of reading
comprehension in a foreign language. These kind of paragraphs used in this
experiment can be of value in this respect as they may provide useful teaching
material. In addition, a comparison of the findings of this research with those of
Williams et al( 1981), appears to show that, at the very least, there are some parts
of discourse grammar which foreign advanced learners and native children may
learn by similar psychological processes, whatever these processes may be.

( 49 )
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